History, Symbols & Traditions

VALENTINE’S DAY
Info Text & Writing Prompts
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Terms of Use and Credits
By purchasing this resource, you are agreeing that the contents are the property of The WOLFe Pack and licensed to you only for classroom/
personal use as a single user. The WOLFe Pack retains the copyright and reserves all rights to this resource.
No part of this resource may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means in order to provide use to another person without
permission from The WOLFe Pack, unless additional licenses have been purchased.
Copying any part of this resource and placing it on the Internet without giving explicit credit to The WOLFe Pack is in violation of {DMCA} the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act.
Thank you for abiding by universally accepted codes of professional ethics while using this resource.

Did you know you can save money on future TpT
products by providing feedback on this resource?
Follow The WOLFe PacK on TpT!

Please contact me with questions or requests.
Katie@TheWOLFePackDen.com

Much appreciation to the artist above and also
to the entire Teachers pay Teachers site!

For FREE monthly resources, please
subscribe to my newsletter.

Without the talented teacher-authors on the site and the brains
behind the concept, these products would not be available to the
mass of fabulous educators out “there”. If you feel the same way, be
sure to show your thankfulness by providing meaningful feedback for
any/all products you download, respecting the copyrighted work of
all and spreading the word that TpT has something for everybody!
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Do you ever find yourself dreading the little holidays? You don’t want to rob your students of the FUN of chubby
groundhogs, lacy hearts and lucky shamrocks but you can’t fathom missing another day of actually TEACHING them!
Worry no more!

This resource was designed to be used as a simple way to have a bit of fun with Valentine’s Day while still working on
pertinent literacy skills.

This ready-to-print, easy-to-implement FUN PACK includes:
~Six pages of Informational Text with five comprehension questions each

~Five pages of Writing Prompts {with two different levels of paper}
~Answer pages
~One Crossword Puzzle
~Three pages of Vocab Study

Specific topics include: St. Valentine’s Day, chocolate candy, conversation hearts, Valentine cards, Cupid and
Valentine’s Day by the numbers.
Also available:
St Patrick’s Day Fun Pack

Winter Holidays Fun Pack
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CONVERSATION HEARTS
The history of CONVERSATION HEARTS starts
in 1847, when a Boston pharmacist named Oliver
Chase wanted to find an easier method of making
LOZENGES. At the time, lozenges were the popular
choice to help soothe sore throats and get rid of bad
breath but they were very time-consuming to make.
Oliver Chase invented a machine that
WORDS
rolled lozenge dough and pressed the
wafers into perfect discs. Though the TO KNOW
machine did help make lozenges faster,
it was also a fantastic candy-making
machine! Oliver Chase soon abandoned
his pharmacy business and opened a
candy-making business that would come
to be known as NECCO {New England
Confectionary Company.}
Oliver’s brother, Daniel, is the one
responsible for adding the words to the
candy. Inspired by the popular tradition
of exchanging Valentine’s cards, Daniel
set out to find a way to print love messages directly on
the candy. In 1866, he discovered that using dye
made from vegetables worked
perfectly. The conversation
candies became instantly popular
and have been a MAINSTAY of
Valentine’s Day ever
since.

1. What year did Oliver Chase invent his candymaking machine?
1947

1847

1857

2. What was his company called?
NASCAR

NATO

NECCO

3. Who discovered how to add words to the candy?

Daniel

Oliver

Peter

4. Conversation hearts serve a _______ role in
Valentine’s Day.
small

main

unknown

5. Why do you think the candies are called
CONVERSATION HEARTS?

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
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CUPID
CUPID’S exact history is a bit unclear but
we know it goes all the way back to ancient
times. In Roman MYTHOLOGY, CUPID is the
beautiful grown son of Venus {the goddess of
love} and Mars {the god of war.} And in Greek
MYTHOLOGY, he is the son of Aphrodite and
known as Eros. In both versions,
WORDS
CUPID is an INTEGRAL part of a
heart-wrenching love story with TO KNOW
jealousy at the center. Why he is
represented as a
chubby young child
with wings remains a
mystery.
Whether found
in a sculpture from
the 1400’s or on a
Valentine card today,
CUPID is shown
flying around while
carrying a bow and
arrows. Today’s myth
says that if he shoots
you with one of his
arrows, you will fall in
love with the next
person you see!

1. Does Cupid appear in Roman or Greek
mythology?
Roman

Greek

both

2. The myths about Cupid always involve ____.
danger

love

war

3. Are the myths about Cupid true?

no

yes

maybe

4. What is Cupid always carrying?

flowers

bow

candy

5. What happens if Cupid shoots you with one of
his arrows?

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
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ST. VALENTINE’S DAY
The exact origin of St. Valentine’s Day is disagreed on by many,
but some people believe that it stretches all the way back to
ancient times when people made sacrifices to a Roman goddess
during the Feast of Lupercalia. This mid-February festival was
supposed to bring good health and love
to people and can be traced back to at WORDS TO KNOW
least 44 A.D.
Then in 469 A.D., the Catholic church
declared February 14th as a special day
to honor one of their SAINTS named
Valentine. By that time, however, there
had been three saints with the name
Valentine, none of which had much to do
with romance. So it is unclear which
saint has been honored for more than
1500 years on February 14th and how
much that declaration, if anything , has
anything to do with how or why we celebrate the holiday now.
Another belief about the origin of the day is based on the middleages tradition of celebrating February 14th as the “day the birds
began to pair.” This is especially noted in a 1375 poem by the
famous poet, Geoffrey Chaucer, titled Parliament of Foules.
No matter which piece of history is responsible for giving us
our MODERN-DAY holiday, the
fact remains that Valentine’s Day
is celebrated on February 14th
across the globe as a special
day
to
exchange
cards, give candy,
deliver roses, eat
chocolate,
make
marriage proposals
and be in love.

1. Making sacrifices during the Feast of Lupercalia
was supposed to bring health and _____.
love

money

happiness

2. What year was February 14th declared as a day
to honor St. Valentine?
44 A.D.

469 A.D.

1375

3. Who wrote a poem referring to the “day the
birds pair”?
Frost

Whitman

Chaucer

4. What year was Parliament of Foules written?

44 A.D.

469 A.D.

1375

5. List three things that are modern-day
traditions of Valentine’s Day.

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
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1
Most boxes of Valentine chocolates include some nutty pieces, a few with caramel,
a couple with coconut, some with creamy centers and a couple with fruit.
Which would be your favorite and which would be your least favorite?

———————————————————————
———————————————————————
———————————————————————
———————————————————————
———————————————————————
———————————————————
———————————————————
——————————————————
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2
Conversation Hearts can have only nine letters
with five on the top and four on the bottom line.
Can you think of a new phrase that would be fun for Conversation Hearts?
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3
Roses are the most popular flower to give on Valentine’s Day.
What’s your favorite kind of flower and why?
If you’re not a fan of flowers, what is your mom’s favorite kind of flower?

———————————————————————
———————————————————————
———————————————————————
———————————————————————
———————————————————————
———————————————————
———————————————————
——————————–————-———
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5
There are thousands of different kinds of Valentine cards.
What kind of card will you be giving this year?
or
What’s your favorite card you have ever received?

———————————————————————
———————————————————————
———————————————————————
———————————————————————
———————————————————————
————————————————————
————————————————————
——————–———————————
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5
There are thousands of different kinds of Valentine cards.
What kind of card will you be giving this year?
or
What’s your favorite card you have ever received?
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1
Look up the vocabulary word and write down the definition.

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
Apply the word to Valentine’s Day and use it in a sentence.

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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NameDay
______________________________________________________________________

1

2

4

3

5

6
9

7

3.

_________ candy is very popular as a gift.

9.

Will you be my __________________?

10. _________ sells conversation hearts.

11

13

11. Roses are the most popular __________.
12. Teachers get a lot of Valentine _________.
12

across
10

8
________ hearts have messages on them.

2.

Valentine’s Day is named after ______ Valentine.

3.

A myth says that if ________ shoots you with an

4.

__________, you’ll fall in love.

5.

Many kids will _________ Valentine cards.

6.

Chocolates can be purchased in boxes shaped like _______.

7.

Valentine’s Day is all about ________.

8.

Conversation hearts are a type of _________.

down

1.

11. _______ whom did you get a Valentine card?
13. _______ is the biggest color of Valentine’s Day.
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